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July was characterized by a flattening of economic activity as the continuous improvement off April lows appears

to have plateaued. This trend is also visible in other major economies, especially the US. Fading-off of pent-up

demand, continued surge in virus infections, and cautious consumers and businesses are probably leading to

this. Delayed return to normalcy has been our key worry in the recent past. Yet the markets were anything but

worried with the Nifty surging over 7.5% in July. The ongoing results season pointed to corporate pain even as

cost control and lower moratorium books for banks came as silver lining. Markets have taken comfort that the

breadth of earnings downgrades has climaxed, and some stocks are seeing upgrades incrementally.

The primary factor behind the rise in all assets ranging from equities to bonds to precious metals has been a

record surge in global money supply growth. US is leading the charge with a mid-20s growth, the highest on

record since 1960. Unlike the initial rounds of QE post the 2008 crisis, when liquidity largely went into

strengthening bank balance sheets, credit guarantees and fiscal stimulus have ensured broad money expansion

now. While India has been much more constrained fiscally, it is still seeing a surge in money supply largely due to

the balance of payment situation. Current account surplus along with improving capital flows have led to massive

accretion in the central bank’s foreign exchange assets. As a result, the RBI’s balance sheet has expanded to 27%

of GDP, not materially lower than the roughly 33% for the US Fed. M3 growth in India is over 12% now, much ahead

of the negative nominal GDP growth.

In a normal situation, the surge in money supply would have gone into inflating the economy. However, given

that economies are not fully open yet, money velocity has collapsed, and a large part is finding its way into asset

price inflation. This is leading to the disconnect between real economy and financial markets. Yet at some level,

reflexivity may help, and financial market performance can potentially positively impact the real economy. Equity

raises have risen meaningfully for example, as have debt raises. This has helped limit the damage despite one of

the sharpest drops in economic growth. Bankruptcies have been prevented and financial stability has been

ensured, thanks to the abundant liquidity.

However, the magnitude of benefit to the real economy will depend on the virus situation and the extent to which

the economy is open both officially but more importantly in terms of actual people behaviour. A fiscal stimulus

will help better channelize the money supply into the economy too, but even the timing of that may depend on

the successful control of the virus. Stimulus in a partially open economy may not create the right impact. That the

virus has now reached the so far lesser affected areas, like Tier 2 and 3 cities, is worrying. At some level, the

government can only help curb the virus to an extent. Eventually it must become a people’s movement where

citizens, communities and businesses play a larger role. Private sector’s pursuit for profit cannot be without

keeping employees, along with other stakeholders, in mind. Healthcare and reskilling should become central to

business leaders’ agenda.

Even if the surge in broad money succeeds in inflating the economy eventually, historically such episodes have

quickly led to overheating. The short cycles of capital flow driven boom and bust in India are all too familiar to us.

We must make this expansion more sustained through adequate capacity creation for enhanced absorption of

this capital. The supply side measures undertaken by the government in the crisis so far are in right direction.

Aatma Nirbhar Bharat and associated policy changes should focus on creating industries of scale. We should take

this opportunity to reimagine our financial sector- reforming public sector banks, development of corporate

bond markets, securitization market, alternative funding mechanisms like AIFs and building developmental

institutions to name a few. Infrastructure creation, judicial, regulatory, and administrative reforms, and using

technology to power our transformation is critical. And so is structural reform on issues of education, healthcare,

and reskilling. The global environment is evolving in a way that we increasingly look like being at the right place,

at the right time. We must not squander this opportunity.

Yet in the near term, liquidity has led to markets significantly outpacing the economic improvement. Heightened
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